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Healthcare Providers
•15-50% of HCP are aware of guidelines 

around concussion

•33% use a standard objective protocol

•31% use no guidelines

• In AUS 22% reported receiving RTP advice 
post concussion





The Role of the 
Coach

• Key person to provide 
information

• Players tell coaches about 
concussion symptoms

• Only touch point NZR has

• Influential role that coach plays 
in symptom disclosure













Reflections 
from 2017

•– 10 min

•Reliability of various measures

•Low literacy levels for high school 
rugby players



2018 NZ Rugby Community Concussion Pilot

Counties Manakau:

Weight restricted 
grades (8 teams)

1

Wellington: 

Players and parents 
ages 9-13 yrs

2

Hawkes Bay: 

All high school teams

3

Dunedin:

• Females ages 12-18 yrs of 
Age

• University Population

4



NZR Education Strategy 2018

Education

Parents Players Coaches School



Education for 
Players

Focused on the four R’s of Concussion

1. Recognize

• look after your mates

2. Remove

• When in doubt sit out 

• See a medical doctor

3. Recover

• Follow the graduated return to 
play protocol

• 2 days in each stage

• Need to be symptom free to 
move to the next stage

4. Return



EDUCATION FOR PLAYERS
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Focused on the four R’s of Concussion
1. Recognize

‒ look after your mates

2. Remove
‒ When in doubt sit out 
‒ See a medical doctor

3. Recover
‒ Follow the graduated return to play protocol
‒ 2 days in each stage
‒ Need to be symptom free to move to the next stage

4. Return





Challenges

• GPs are time poor

• Uncomfortable with the SCAT5

• Multitude of concussion information

• Under reporting of concussion by 
players

• Mandatory stand down period

• Ability to individualise RTP

• Provision of GRTP and GRTL guidelines





www.rugbyconcussion.co.nz















Graduated 
Return to 

Learn / Work



Graduated 
Return to 

Play







If You Would like to be Involved ……

• Danielle Salmon
• Danielle.salmon@nzrugby.co.nz

• Ian Murphy
• Ian.murphy@nzrugby.co.nz

mailto:Danielle.salmon@nzrugby.co.nz
mailto:Ian.murphy@nzrugby.co.nz


2018 Pilot Results

• 29 Schools / clubs across NZ

• 622 baseline assessments completed

• 582 athletes educated

• 52 suspected concussions recorded using the 
RugbySmart Concussion App

• RoCKAS Surveys (n = 578 pre, n = 346 post)

• 31 focus groups and/or interviews (n = 150)
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Thank you!

“It’s hard being around other people because they only see you when you’re good, but then 
they don’t know what’s actually going on”

““Oh yea [concussions are] such a big deal, but then it’s actually quite different, just different challenges…The main challenge that I’ve 
found is actually accepting in yourself that you’re not right. You’re just like ‘ahh no, I’ll be fine’. But then even afterwards you have to 
actually stop what you’re doing and you can’t do the same things…you have to let your mind and body rest and it’s quite hard when you 
want to just continue and do everything you did and everyone around you is doing it and you try to join in, but then that kinda steps you 
back. I just found actually doing it is different than what you think….”

“It’s hard when you have a concussion because people can’t see it”

[female rugby player, reflecting on recovery following a diagnosed concussed]


